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Land to Pasture 

Having the cows being able to pasture free from harm and pollution. 

 





 

Things I Value 

My garden and my soil are ways in which I renew myself every year and provide food for my 
family 

 





 

Clear Nights 

I cherish the clear nights, being able to see all the stars and moon and hear the peepers singing 

 









































 
Bucky‟s Cairn 

 
A carefully placed mound of 
rocks hidden amidst a 
mountaintop wood marks 
the resting place of a family 
dog.  To the eye, it is only a 
pile of rocks, but to the heart 
it is a life story. 
 
Nearby are remnants of 
another‟s life history, 
evidenced in a crumbling 
stone wall.  It leads one to 
ponder, how many labored 
building that, what livestock 
roamed within, how long 
ago? 
 
I am an “outsider”, transplanted here only 25 years ago, and although I do not know the prior 
stories, when I sit in the quiet shade of the canopy now grown thick above, I wonder about their 
lives, and am in awe and respect for their hard work.  I even dare to harbor a small sense of 
kinship; a visit here re-commits me to the challenges of this rural life. 
 
I managed to escape the noisy suburbs of my youth to raise my sons here, where the grass 
grows and the river flows.   There is nothing to miss about the crowded place I left behind. 
There is nothing to return to.  The earth is all built over, paved over.  There are no touchstones 
left for one‟s spirit, one‟s soul, or even just for memories‟ sake.   “You can‟t go home again” is 
true when home is a material thing. 
 
But for my boys, in their youth, these woods, intersected by that abandoned stone boundary, 
were a world of freedom and adventure.  Still close to home, they were able to leave a mother‟s 
strict vigilance for hours on end, far enough for their exploratory independence with a trusted 
dog. 
 
In the natural progression of days, the boys‟ life paths veered away in new directions; and as the 
dog aged, his wandering slowed so he became a perfect companion in my now „empty nest‟.  
But in his passing, he brought us back together in this place.  My eldest son, the dog‟s first and 
perhaps favorite companion, chose this location on the mountaintop, and toiled to break 
through layers of rock in order to lay his friend to rest in a special place.  This, no matter what 
else transpires and what direction lives go, IS home to hearts and souls, and a place to return to.  
This is a touchstone; this is sacred ground, as long as the grass grows and the river flows. 
 
What will the onslaught of the drilling industry do to us? 
 

  11 august 2010 
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Farm Buildings, May 2010 

Looking toward back of house (left), barn on right, former granary (now a rental house) in middle.  The 
hill behind is Hale Mountain.  Our property extends from the top of Hale Mountain down to Towanda 
Creek which is over a bank just behind where I was standing when I took this photo.  Grape vines in 
foreground and garden just to the right.  





Sap House, Fall 2009 

Looking from brook to sap house and back of barn. 





“Look out” house in shagbark hickory Grove.  

Slate paths lead to this from 2 directions. I think that you could see the creek better when it was built in 
the early 1900’s.  According to my great uncle, there were vegetable fields down below that could be 
seen from it (probably also tobacco).  Heavily damaged by a bear last winter, we are not repairing due to 
a family argument.  The eave is also home to a large number of bats and my children call it “the bat 
house.” 



Land Ghost   
 
 
Striding through the fields surrounded by the glimmering creatures of my night, the dense 
close blindness touched by the most mysterious sounds of my childhood, slow trilling 
from the woods so different now than in the daylight. Only years later did I know their 
name: tree frogs. Bullfrogs intense pulsing from the pond I cannot see, me announced by 
the beaver’s splashing tail suddenly from the darkness. And in the dusk outside beyond 
my bedroom window, out toward the barn, surrounded by the trilling mystery of the 
woods also another sound in those nights so long ago: whip-poor-will, whip-poor-will, 
whip-poor-will, whip-poor-will, whip-poor-will, whip-poor-will on into the night as I 
drifted into sleep. I must have heard them before I knew what anything was, must have 
grown with their song, and the others: part of me before I had any knowledge of parts: the 
songs were me then. And are now.  The year my mother died, in the summer, before she 
died, we heard that sound again so long after, and I alone in the three and a half acre field 
in July heard a lone bird sing that song, once or twice, just before she was gone. Now I 
remember it was said to be an intimation of death. The beautiful sweet path of sorrow and 
raging life: into the heart of mystery: the familiar and unknown center of summer night.  
 
6.2.10 
 
 
 





 
 
This lush moss-covered clearing is what remains of an old field on the top of the Plateau, a field 
abandoned years ago (perhaps late 30’s) as the soil had deteriorated (being on the top of a hill 
topsoil was thin, and prone to erosion. The rocky, hilly land here was not good farmland, and 
only lasted a certain number of years after being [sadly] clearcut). The moss and pines here 
sprang up by themselves in the poor acid soil, they are life recolonizing what was taken 
away in the lumbering, and the farming eras, healing itself.  
 





A green and gorgeous sedge growing in a small beaver pond which is actually a portion of the 3 
1/2 acre field dammed in the field itself. The beavers are part of the recolonizing and healing 
process that nature is working on here, something I welcome with all my heart. I feel very 
strongly that time and allowing nature to do what it wants is the route to a true and 
balanced ecosystem. This photo shows how the dam and pond as incorporated into the field 
itself.  
 





 

 mood, a midsummer eve mood. 
 





My favorite view, in May mist. 





  
 
One of my mother’s paintings I discovered after she had died, in 1997. This was painted 
from her studio at the Hill House, looking down toward my place (where the Bennetts lived 
then). At the time what is now woods and now conceals my place from view at the Hill 
House was then pasture. It was in the fall, early fall, that is my father driving in the cows at 
milking time. I’m fairly sure my mother was pregnant with me when she painted this.  
 
I love living here so very much. My life is here. The lives of my parents, the people who 
have lived here, known and unknown (including those nameless early backwoods settlers 
who left the roses along the fenceline, including the earlier native Americans who may have 
passed through this virgin dense forest with the mountain lions and the pine martins and 
the deep forest birds which left with the lumbering and now are back on the top of Barclay 
Mt, but will go again with the gas drilling) are with me here. The Barred Owl sings its eerie 
beckoning call sometimes in the darkness, luring me out into the ghost woods. I am 
tethered to this land in every way. I am a part of the land.  
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